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If you hatched in April and May like I did, you have a lot of little ones running around
now and they are eating quite a bit. Hopefully you have gone through them weekly and gotten
rid of those that are not up to your standards. At least for Bantams, there are several items I
look for as the young birds are growing. I thought I would share a few of them, especially for
the new breeders and members. Cochins take quite a while to mature, so knowing what to cull
for in the developing months will help you keep only what are going to be the most promising
individuals.
First, I always check feet and toes. There are allowances in the standard for feather
legged breeds when it comes to short toes, etc., but I have made it a policy to cull those that do
not have five fully formed toes. Others do not do this, but that is something that I have
completely bred out of my birds now. I look for it, but I do not have this genetic issue anymore.
I did have one bird this year that had two toes attached with too tight of webbing between the
toes. I used a sharp pair of scissors and separated the toes. The foot spread out like it should
and the bird is fine. Don’t cull for foot color or maybe not even for feathering all the way down
the middle toe at this point. You will get to know your lines and whether the birds will feather
down the toe later, but if you are new to it don’t cull too early for the foot feathering. If the
chick does not have the feathering down the middle toe at all by the fourth month, I would say
they won’t get it. Exercise discretion here.
Next, I turn to combs. I like neat combs that are not overly done. I like combs that are
not coarse, and I absolutely hate a large lobe in the back growing down the back of the head.
So early on I check for side sprigs. On single combed breeds, this is generally a protuberance off
the side of the comb that is like an extra point. It usually is in the back. Do not keep any birds
with this. It is a disqualification in the show hall and should be in your breeding pens.
Remember, what you allow in the breeding pen will show up in the show hall. Watch for
wrinkles or twists in the comb, especially in the males. I had a wrinkle in the lobes of males for
several generations. After fixing some of the issues, I decided to make this a priority. I culled
males with this problem and rarely do I see this now. I culled some good birds otherwise, but
this trait bothers me when I see it so I made sure I didn’t see it anymore. The number of points
on the comb and their spacing is another issue to consider. I honestly pay more attention to
the spacing of the points than I do the number. I will keep birds with four or five points. I never
keep a three point comb in the flock and more than five tends to make the head look snakey
and long. Sometimes you have to wait until they are about 5 months old to fully appreciate the
symmetry of the comb, or lack thereof. It takes a while for it to redden up and be on scale with
the rest of the head.
If you don’t have a nice, high forehead and a circular, round head then don’t keep the
bird. Crow headed Cochins look like that from the get-go so don’t tolerate it.
Now for the wattles. Sometimes one wattle will be larger than the other or the bottom
will not be nice, full and rounded. This is a pretty particular trait to cull for and I would not
consider it if I was just trying to improve a rare Variety, but with Varieties that are highly
developed and competitive in the show halls, this trait is one of the fine tuning aspects we
should consider.
Don’t cull for eye color too early. Rarely will developing chicks have properly colored
eyes. So give them time. Different Varieties mature at different rates. Pay particular attention

to the age at which your better specimens begin to develop eye color and write it in your book.
(You do keep a “book”, don’t you?) That will help you hold successive generations to the same
standard.
Beak color can be culled for now, and you should check the standard to see what is
allowable for your Variety.
As birds grow, you should see their cushions beginning to take form and their back
ends often overpower their front ends. It’s that way with people, too!! Birds that have
remained narrow in the fifth month probably are not going to develop a great cushion.
I never like to keep birds that mature slowly. I don’t have much hope in a bird that
matures quickly either. Birds that lack thriftiness and seem to stand around and do nothing will
end up as nothing, in my opinion. Also, a young cockerel that seems to be the cock-of-the-walk
with a large comb and wattles will often slow down and end up with everyone else when they
finish out, or he will have every other bird pass him up when the growing is done. Kind of like
that kid in Jr. High gym class that was bigger than everyone else, but was only average height
upon graduation.
Watch wing growth at this stage. There will be molting of the narrow pointed juvenile
feathers and the growth of wider, shorter, rounded adult feathers. Check for the appropriate
color for your Variety. With the Mottled, I never keep a cockerel with a white primary. As two
year old males, I will do that as I can’t keep them black thru the second year. But cockerels that
are too light are not good.
Check for other colors in the plumage that are foreign to the standard. This year I had
some Mottled males get red in the hackle. The hackle will be one of the first places
discoloration will show up in developing birds.
It is harder to check the combs of the females, but a magnifying glass or some such
device will help you check for the quality of combs your females are carrying. What you allow
on your females will end up in the males eventually. So watch for sprigs and point placement in
them, too. Sometimes you have to wait a little longer for the comb to grow and swell.
My birds are about five months old, and they are changing a lot right now. For a while
they go through and just seem to be at a stand-still. I think that is when they are putting on
feathers. Then they seem to grow and build type. That is what mine are doing now, and I love
to watch them change by the week. If you have birds together that were not all hatched at the
same time, keep this in mind. Don’t require of the younger ones the same thing you are culling
for in the older ones.
Of course, you must keep them well fed with plenty of clean water. If you have several
pens or if you have mixed the sexes together, you should be sure you have plenty of places for
them to eat. Sometimes the more developed ones will run the others away.
I have hatched about 100 Mottleds and most of my males are in individual cages now.
Some of the younger males are still with the females on the floor. But when the males are in
show cages, you can compare them with each other so much better. Then the finer points of
balance, temperament (Cochins should be an easily handled, temperate breed), and feather
quality can be assessed on an even playing field.
This may sound like a lot of work, but it is a labor of love for those of us who enjoy the
endless quest for the perfect bird, or at least the challenge of perfecting them more and more
with each generation. I hope you enjoy the show season and the time sorting through your
birds. I hope these hints have added some insight to your breeding program.

